
CES/SOC/WST 300 Intersections of Race, Class, Gender, and Sexuality 
TR 09:10-10:25 CUE 209 
Spring 2018 
 
Instructor: Nicholas D. Krebs 
Office: Wilson-Short 107A 
Office Hours: TR 11:00-12:00, or by appointment 
E-mail: nicholas.krebs@wsu.edu 
 
Course Description and Objectives 
This class explores the many intersections of social location and systemic oppression.  
The intersection of race, social class, gender identity, and/or sexual orientation, among 
other potential identity markers, results in overlapping forms of oppression that are 
rooted in historical legacies that are found within the cultural archive of modern nations 
like the United States.  Navigating the dynamic intersections of race, social class, 
gender, and sexuality, as they exist within the cultural archive of the U.S., this course 
provides students with an understanding of how identity markers are constructed and 
positioned within both contemporary and historical social structures.  Additionally, this 
course emphasizes the relationship between structure and agency as one that is key to 
investigating how different systems of inequality interact with each other under global 
capitalism.  This course presumes that institutionalized inequality exists, and deploys 
various methodologies and theoretical frameworks from a wide variety of disciplines in 
order to build a better and more holistic understanding of both how and why it exists as 
it relates to race, social class, gender, and sexuality. 
 
By the end of this course students will be able to: 

o Identify and discuss the history and meaning of various intersections of race, 
class, gender, and sexuality 

o Counter dominant narratives surrounding various forms of inequality according 
to race, class, gender, and sexuality 

o Situate the intersections of race, class, gender, and sexuality among the 
overlapping structural realities of global capitalism in the twenty-first century 

 
Course Requirements 
The required texts for this course are: (all available at The Bookie in the CUB) 

o Atwood, Margaret. (1986). The Handmaid’s Tale. Anchor Books 
o Butler, Octavia E. (1993). The Parable of the Sower. Grand Central Publishing 
o Urrea, Luis Alberto. (2004). The Devil’s Highway: A True Story. Back Bay Books 
o Supplemental readings provided by the instructor on course blackboard 

 
-Required course activities include preparing for class appropriately by completing 
assigned readings before the date listed on the course schedule, faithfully attending 
course lectures, actively participating in honest and frank discussion, and accurately 
fulfilling all course assessments. 
 
Grade Breakdown 
100-93 = A 92-90 = A- 89-88 = B+ 87-83 = B 82-80 = B- 79-78 = C+ 
77-73 = C 72-70 = C- 69-68 = D+ 67-63 = D 62-0 = F 
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-All grades are calculated by point not percentage; this means no rounding. 
-All grades are final pending instructor miscalculations. 
-You must wait twenty-four hours after receiving a grade to discuss it with the 
instructor, and grades for a previous assignment can only be discussed before you turn 
in the next assignment. 
 
Your grade will be based on the following assessments: 

o One (1) annotated bibliography worth 15 points—total of 15 points 
o One (1) critical analysis paper abstract worth 10 points—total of 10 points 
o One (1) critical analysis paper worth 25 points—total of 25 points 
o One (1) peer review worth 10 points—total of 10 points 
o Three (3) reading facilitations worth 10 points each—total of 30 points 
o Attendance and Participation worth 5 points each—total of 10 points 
o Total points possible—15+10+25+10+30+10=100 points* 

*There is no extra credit available in this class  
 

Assessment Details 
-Assessment activities must be typed and turned in on time at the beginning of the class 
period they are due.  Hand written or late assignments will not be accepted, and missed 
assignments cannot be made up. 
-All papers must be single-spaced and stapled, and use page numbers, 12pt font and 
black ink, have 1” margins, and feature APA or MLA citations. 

o Annotated bibliographies must feature both informative and evaluative 
annotations as well as proper citations.  Topics must be approved in office hours 
a minimum of two (2) weeks before annotated bibliographies are due.  Specific 
assignment guidelines will be distributed. Due: 2018/02/15; topics due 2018/02/01 

o Critical analysis paper abstracts must be a minimum of 250 words but no longer 
than 300 words.  Abstracts must follow the form and content specified in the 
assignment guidelines that features six (6) particular sentences in a particular 
order.  Specific assignment guidelines will be distributed. Due: 2018/03/08 

o Critical analysis papers must be a minimum of 1500 words but no longer than 
2500 words.  This is excluding bibliographic materials, and is approximately 
three (3) to five (5) pages in length.  Critical analysis papers shall utilize five (5) 
academic sources, three (3) of which must be from your annotated bibliography.  
Specific assignment guidelines will be distributed. Due: 2018/04/19 

o Peer review editorials simulate the actual peer review process of the academy.  
This project has students engage with the research of other students in the class.  
Students will be assigned two papers to review, and will be tasked with 
commenting on both the form and content of the assigned work.  Each student in 
return will receive two sets of comments from other students in the class to 
incorporate into their final drafts of their critical analysis papers. Due: 
2018/04/12; CAP drafts due for peer review 2018/04/05 

o Reading facilitations must include a written response up to 750 words excluding 
bibliographic materials and questions and quotes.  Reading facilitations enable 
students to take-charge of their education by engaging with course materials and 
fellow classmates.  On assigned dates, students will use their reading facilitations 
to lead class discussion.  The assigned responsibility will rotate equally 
throughout the semester.  Specific facilitation guidelines will be distributed. 
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o Attendance and Participation includes reading beforehand, attending class 
regularly, and actively participating in all class activities.  Specific attendance 
and etiquette policies are detailed below. 

  
Standard of Excellence and Academic Integrity 
Students will be held to a high standard of performance at all times.  To receive an "A" 
in this course requires considerable effort.  An "A" student is one who shows originality, 
careful research, tight reasoning, well thought out audience appeals, and skillful 
delivery of their critical analysis.  "A" work deals with non-trivial subject matter, and 
constitutes a genuine contribution to the knowledge and beliefs of the audience (i.e., 
your peers in this class).  Do not assume that you can do simply what is assigned to 
receive a high grade in this course.  Doing what is assigned gets you a "C." An "A" 
requires significantly more work that is both rigorous and time-consuming in order for 
you to do well. 
 
According to the WSU Student Handbook plagiarism, or any form of academic dishonesty, will 
not be tolerated, and will result in immediate failure of the course as well as further action per 
University regulations located here: http://academicintegrity.wsu.edu. 
 
Course Attendance 
Regular attendance is essential for your success in this class.  You are expected to show 
up for class on time, and to stay for the entire period.  If you are continuously absent—
more than three (3) class sessions—you will forfeit your attendance and participation points.  
Any student that demonstrates additional lack of interest will receive an “F” after missing six 
(6) class periods.  Frequent tardiness or leaving early is not conducive to your learning or 
the learning of other students enrolled in this course.  Tardiness begins once the door is 
closed.  Three (3) late entrances or early dismissals count as one (1) absence.  If you arrive after 
more than twenty (20) minutes have passed you will be considered absent for the day.  You are 
responsible for obtaining any missed materials and/or class notes that result from any 
absence.  To prevent issues from arising, inform the instructor upon sickness, family 
emergency, or prior to University related travel (at least one week in advance for the 
latter). 
 
Classroom Etiquette 
Laptops, tablet devices, cell phones, music players, newspapers, and any other non-
course related materials are not to be seen or used during class time.  If classroom 
distractions are found you will be asked to leave class, and you will receive an absence 
for the day.  This includes sleeping or talking out of turn. 
 
Netiquette 
It is imperative that you recognize the importance of proper decorum when 
communicating online and/or through email in official university relations since WSU 
mimics what is found in the business world.  Additionally, emails are a form of 
communication recognized by law as contractually binding in many cases.  This means 
you need to be formal in your electronic communication.  Grammar, syntax, and 
punctuation cannot be forgotten.  At a bare minimum, make sure each email has a 
subject, a salutation or greeting, and a signature of some sort.  Email is not texting.  
Email is formal written communication in the digital age, and must be conducted as 
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such.  This means I will not reply to any email that is not properly formatted or sent 
from an official WSU address. 
 
To Note 
This course will be dealing with topics that may make some uncomfortable.  To engage 
this material both adequately and appropriately the classroom will function as a safe 
space for all voices to participate within reason.  Aggressive or derogatory behavior and 
language of any manner will not be tolerated.  Explicit lyrics and images may 
accompany some of the readings and media assignments, so please be aware if you are 
sensitive to such forms of expression. 
 
Student Access 
Students with documented disabilities are allowed reasonable accommodations.  
However, all accommodations must be approved by the Access Center 
(http://accesscenter.wsu.edu). 
 
Campus Safety 
Classroom and campus safety are of paramount importance at Washington State 
University, and are the shared responsibility of the entire campus population.  WSU 
urges students to follow the “Alert, Assess, Act,” protocol for all types of emergencies 
and the “Run, Hide, Fight” response for an active shooter incident.  Remain ALERT 
(through direct observation or emergency notification), ASSESS your specific situation, 
and ACT in the most appropriate way to assure your own safety (and the safety of 
others if you are able).  For more information on this subject, campus safety, and related 
topics, please visit the WSU safety portal at https://faculty.wsu.edu/classroom-
safety/. 
 
Be Advised 
The course schedule and syllabus are subject to change at the discretion of the instructor. Your 
continued enrollment in this course signifies acceptance of all course policies and procedures.  Be 
sure to check your campus-affiliated e-mail regularly for periodic updates and 
reminders.  Finally, if you have a question be sure to consult the syllabus, the course 
website, and your notes before emailing me. 
 
 
Thematic Schedule (all readings* to be completed before date listed) 
*readings provided by instructor on course blackboard 
 

Part	I	 Making	Sense	of	Race,	Class,	Gender,	and	Sexuality	
	

T	01/09	
(1)	Course	Introduction	and	Overview	

-Syllabus	distribution;	instructor	and	student	introductions	
	

R	01/11	
(2)	The	floating	signification	of	race	

-Film	screening:	Race:	The	Floating	Signifier	–	Stuart	Hall	(1997).	
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T	01/16	

(3)	The	floating	signification	of	race,	class,	gender,	and	sexuality	
-Yu,	Henry.	(2007).	“Ethnicity,”	Keywords	for	American	Cultural	Studies,	ed.	

Bruce	Burgett	and	Glenn	Hendler.	New	York	University	Press,	ps.	103-
108.*	

-Somerville,	Siobhan	B.	(2007).	“Queer,”	Keywords	for	American	Cultural	
Studies,	ed.	Bruce	Burgett	and	Glenn	Hendler.	New	York	University	
Press,	ps.	187-191.*	

-Ferguson,	Roderick	A.	(2007).	“Race,”	Keywords	for	American	Cultural	
Studies,	ed.	Bruce	Burgett	and	Glenn	Hendler.	New	York	University	
Press,	ps.	191-196.*	

-Film	screening:	Race:	The	Floating	Signifier	–	Stuart	Hall	(1997).	
	

R	01/18	
(4)	Durable	inequalities	

-Tilly,	Charles.	(1998).	“Of	Essences	and	Bonds,”	Durable	Inequalities.	
University	of	California	Press.	EBSCOhost	eBook	collection,	ps.	10-32.*	

	
T	01/23	

(5)	Systems	of	power	and	privilege	
-Johnson,	Allan	G.	(2005).	“Who	Me?,”	excerpt	from	Privilege,	Power,	and	

Difference.	McGraw-Hill,	second	edition.*	
-Johnson,	Allan	G.	(2013).	“What	is	a	‘system	of	privilege’?”	

http://www.agjohnson.us/glad/what-is-a-system-of-privilege/.*	
-Lugo-Lugo,	Carmen	R.	(09/02/2016).	“Some	of	my	Students	are	

Leprechauns	(Or	Why	it	is	Difficult	for	White	College	Students	to	
Understand	that	Racism	is	still	a	Big	Deal),”	Mujeres	Talk.			Available	
at:		https://library.osu.edu/blogs/mujerestalk/2016/02/09/some-of-
my-students-are-leprechauns-or-why-it-is-difficult-for-white-college-
students-to-understand-that-racism-is-still-a-big-deal/.*	

	
R	01/25	

(6)	Systems	of	power,	privilege,	and	race	part	I	
-Wander,	Philip	C.,	and	Judith	N.	Martin	and	Thomas	K.	Nakayama.	(2016).	

“The	Roots	of	Racial	Classification,”	White	Privilege:	Essential	Readings	
on	the	Other	Side	of	Racism,	ed.	Paula	S.	Rothenberg.	Worth	
Publishers;	fifth	edition:	ps.	51-57.*	

-Lipsitz,	George.	(2016).	“The	Possessive	Investment	in	Whiteness,”	White	
Privilege:	Essential	Readings	on	the	Other	Side	of	Racism,	ed.	Paula	S.	
Rothenberg.	Worth	Publishers;	fifth	edition:	ps.	97-118.*	

	
T	01/30	

(7)	Systems	of	power,	privilege,	and	race	part	II	
-Barrett,	James	E.,	and	David	Roediger.	(2016).	“How	White	People	Became	

White,”	White	Privilege:	Essential	Readings	on	the	Other	Side	of	Racism,	
ed.	Paula	S.	Rothenberg.	Worth	Publishers;	fifth	edition:	ps.	65-70.*	

-Wise,	Tim.	(2008).	“On	White	Privilege,”	The	Pathology	of	Privilege:	Racism,	
White	Denial	&	the	Costs	of	Inequality.	Media	Education	Foundation.		
Available	at:	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3Xe1kX7Wsc.*	

-McIntosh,	Peggy.	(2016).	“White	Privilege:	Unpacking	the	Invisible	
Knapsack,”	White	Privilege:	Essential	Readings	on	the	Other	Side	of	
Racism,	ed.	Paula	S.	Rothenberg.	Worth	Publishers;	fifth	edition:	ps.	
151-155.*	
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R	02/01	

(8)	There	just	Ain’t	No	Makin’	It	in	the	USA	
-MacLeod,	Jay.	(2009).	“Social	Immobility	In	The	Land	Of	Opportunity,”	and	

“Social	Reproduction	In	Theoretical	Perspective,”	Ain’t	No	Makin’	It.	
Westview	Press,	third	edition,	ps.	3-24.*	

Part	II	 Race	and	Sexual	Violence	in	The	Handmaid’s	Tale	and	No	Más	Bebés	
	

T	02/06	
(9)	Proper	Caresses	and	Prudent	Distance	

-Dawdy,	Shannon	Lee.	(2006).	“Proper	Caresses	and	Prudent	Distance:	A	
How-To	Manual	from	Colonial	Louisiana,”	Haunted	By	Empire:	
Geographies	of	Intimacy	in	North	American	History,	ed.	Ann	Laura	
Stoler.	Duke	University	Press,	ps.	140-162.*	

	
R	02/08	

(10)	Imperial	Conquest	and	Sexual	Violence	
-Smith,	Andrea.	(2005).	“Boarding	School	Abuses	and	the	Case	for	

Reparations,”	Conquest:	Sexual	Violence	and	American	Indian	Genocide.	
South	End	Press,	ps.	35-54.*	

	
T	02/13	

(11)	The	Handmaid’s	Tale	part	I	
-Atwood,	Margaret.	(1986).	“Historical	Notes”	and	“Ch.	1	Night”	through	“Ch.	

3	Night,”	The	Handmaid’s	Tale,	ps.	299-311,	3-40.	
	

R	02/15	
(12)	The	Handmaid’s	Tale	part	II	

-Atwood,	Margaret.	(1986).	“Ch.	4	Waiting	Room”	through	“Ch.	6	Household,”	
The	Handmaid’s	Tale,	ps.	41-99.	

	
T	02/20	

(13)	The	Handmaid’s	Tale	part	III	
-Atwood,	Margaret.	(1986).	“Ch.	7	Night”	through	“Ch.	9	Night,”	The	

Handmaid’s	Tale,	ps.	103-195.	
-Film	screening:	No	Más	Bebés		-	Renee	Tajima-Peña	(2015).	

	
R	02/22	

(14)	The	Handmaid’s	Tale	part	IV	
-Atwood,	Margaret.	(1986).	“Ch.	12	Jezebel’s”	through	“Ch.	15	Night,”	The	

Handmaid’s	Tale,	ps.	199-295.	
-Film	screening:	No	Más	Bebés		-	Renee	Tajima-Peña	(2015).	

	
T	02/27	

(15)	No	Más	Bebés	
-Film	screening:	No	Más	Bebés		-	Renee	Tajima-Peña	(2015).	

Part	III	 Deconstructing	Dystopia:	The	Parable	of	the	Sower	and	Children	of	Men	
	

R	03/01	
(16)	The	Parable	of	the	Sower	part	I	

-Butler,	Octavia	E.	(1993).	The	Parable	of	the	Sower,	ps.	1-60.	
	

T	03/06	
(17)	The	Parable	of	the	Sower	part	II	

-Butler,	Octavia	E.	(1993).	The	Parable	of	the	Sower,	ps.	61-125.	
	

R	03/08	
(18)	The	Parable	of	the	Sower	part	III	

-Butler,	Octavia	E.	(1993).	The	Parable	of	the	Sower,	ps.	126-195.	
T	03/13	 No	Class	–	Spring	Break	
R	03/15	 No	Class	–	Spring	Break	

	
T	03/20	

(19)	The	Parable	of	the	Sower	Part	IV	
-Butler,	Octavia	E.	(1993).	The	Parable	of	the	Sower,	ps.	196-257.	
-Film	screening:	Children	of	Men	–	Alfonso	Cuarón	(2006)	

	
R	03/22	

(20)	The	Parable	of	the	Sower	Part	V	
-Butler,	Octavia	E.	(1993).	The	Parable	of	the	Sower,	ps.	258-329.	
-Film	screening:	Children	of	Men	–	Alfonso	Cuarón	(2006)	
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T	03/27	

(21)	Children	of	Men	
-Film	screening:	Children	of	Men	–	Alfonso	Cuarón	(2006)	

Part	IV	 Life	and	Debt	on	The	Devil’s	Highway:	Capitalism,	Migration,	and	Race	
	

R	03/29	
(22)	The	Devil’s	Highway	Part	I	

-Urrea,	Luis	Alberto.	(2004).	“Author’s	Note”	and	“Part	One:	Cutting	the	
Drag,”	The	Devil’s	Highway,	ps.	xv-xvi,	3-40.	

	
T	04/03	

(23)	The	Devil’s	Highway	Part	II	
-Urrea,	Luis	Alberto.	(2004).	“Part	Two:	Dead	Man’s	Sign”	through	“Jesús	

Walks	Among	Us,”	The	Devil’s	Highway	ps.	43-83.	
	

R	04/05	
(24)	The	Devil’s	Highway	Part	III	

-Urrea,	Luis	Alberto.	(2004).	“In	Sonoita”	through	“Killed	by	the	Light,”	The	
Devil’s	Highway	ps.	84-129.	

	
T	04/10	

(25)	The	Devil’s	Highway	Part	IV	
-Urrea,	Luis	Alberto.	(2004).	“Part	Three:	In	Desolation,”	The	Devil’s	Highway	

ps.	133-176.	
	

R	04/12	
(26)	The	Devil’s	Highway	Part	V	

-Urrea,	Luis	Alberto.	(2004).	“Part	Four:	Aftermath,”	The	Devil’s	Highway	ps.	
177-220.	

	
T	04/17	

(27)	Life	and	Debt	part	I	
-Film	screening:	Life	and	Debt	–	Stephanie	Black	(2001).	

	
R	04/19	

(28)	Life	and	Debt	part	II	
-Film	screening:	Life	and	Debt	–	Stephanie	Black	(2001).	

T	04/24	 Final	Grade	Meetings	–	Wilson-Short	107A	
R	04/26	 Final	Grade	Meetings	–	Wilson-Short	107A	


